LAN SERVICES—IP CAMERAS

FACT SHEET

Go beyond surveillance to gain
better business intelligence
Powerful IP Cameras from Windstream Enterprise go beyond surveillance,
providing detailed analytics for a comprehensive view of customer
behaviors that will drive growth while protecting your business.

Meet IP Cameras
Gain better business intelligence
while improving security
with IP Cameras. Leverage
centralized cloud management
to deploy, configure and manage
the cameras with ease.

Advanced analytics

Highly secure

Motion heat mapping analytics and
industry-leading machine learning
capabilities provide business intelligence
to improve employee productivity and
the customer experience

Compliance requirements are met
with automatic, publicly signed SSL
certificates, encrypted management
data offers privacy and additional cloud
archive options are available

Centralized cloud management

Bandwidth conscious

An intuitive, online dashboard enables
secure remote management of all cameras

Video is stored on the camera, ensuring
mission-critical network activities get
the bandwidth they need

Everything’s included
Powerful hardware and video storage
are included so there’s no need for NVR
software or extra analytics packages

Always up-to-date
Feature releases, firmware updates and
bug fixes are pushed automatically

Camera models
Model

MV22
Fixed dome camera for indoor
security

MV12
Compact dome camera for indoor
security

MV72
Fixed dome camera for demanding
environments

Storage

256GB high write endurance solid
state storage

256GB integrated high-endurance
solid state storage

256GB high write endurance solid
state storage

Video

1080p video recording with H.264
encoding

1080p video recording with H.264
encoding

1080p video recording with H.264
encoding

Lens

3-9mm vari-focal lens

114° horizontal field of view (FOV)
captures a whole scene

3-9mm vari-focal lens

Illumination

IR illumination up to 30m or 98ft

Wireless

802.11ac wireless

802.11ac wireless

802.11ac wireless

Audio

Microphone for audio recording

Microphone for audio recording

Microphone for audio recording

IR illumination up to 30m

Cloud-enabled
connectivity,
communications and
security—guaranteed.

To learn more about IP Cameras, visit windstreamenterprise.com
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